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1. It is made up of 252 ethnic groups with more than _______ languages

     	      450

     	      500

     	--->> 400

     	      650

2. The general perception among __________ is that their advancement does not 
depend on how hard they work but on whom they know

     	      American workers

     	      Uk Workers

     	--->> Nigerian workers

     	      Norwegian workers

3. One of this, is not the types of work group

     	--->> Corrective group

     	      Apathetic group

     	      Erratic group

     	      Strategic group

4. _________ refers to the use of physical strength or mental power in order to make or 
do something.

     	      power

     	--->> Work

     	      force

     	      effort

5. Nigeria as a nation came into existence in
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     	--->> 1914

     	      1960

     	      1963

     	      1904

6. The major assumptions about the nature of man are followings excerpt

     	      The social man

     	--->> The simple man

     	      The rational economic man

     	      The self-actualizing man

7. Remedies to barriers to motivation includes excerpts

     	      Fear of Losing Job

     	      Resentment

     	--->> Conservative

     	      Boring job

8. A low skilled and low paid jobs, not likely to challenge __________________ or 
union decision, grievances and pressure tactics rare, leadership not clearly defined or 
accepted is referred to as apathetic group.

     	--->> Management

     	      Organization

     	      Group

     	      Banking

9. Factors that affect people's attitudes to work excerpts

     	      Tribalism against Nationalism

     	      Respect for Age and Seniority Orientation

     	      The concept of time

     	--->> WAI
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10. The first concept of motivation is commonly referred to as the _________________

     	      Herdonistic view

     	      Herbonistic View

     	--->> Hedonistic View

     	      Herbrenistic View
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